AN EXEMPLARY APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR USING INTELLIGENT GATE DRIVER UNITS WITH DISTRIBUTED INTELLIGENCE TO CONTROL ANTIPARALLEL POWER MODULES OR PARALLEL-CONNECTED ELECTRICAL SWITCHING DEVICES LIKE IGBTS IS DISCLOSED. THE INTELLIGENT GATE DRIVE UNITS USE THE INTELLIGENCE TO BALANCE THE CURRENTS OF THE SWITCHING DEVICES, EVEN IN DYNAMIC SWITCHING EVENTS. THE INTELLIGENT GATE DRIVER UNITS CAN USE MASTER-SLAVE OR DAISY CHAIN CONTROL STRUCTURES AND INSTANTANEOUS OR TIME INTEGRAL DIFFERENCES OF THE CURRENTS OF PARALLEL-CONNECTED SWITCHING DEVICES AS CONTROL PARAMETERS. INSTEAD OF BALANCING THE CURRENTS, TEMPERATURE CAN ALSO BE BALANCED WITH THE INTELLIGENT GATE DRIVER UNITS.
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GATE DRIVER UNIT FOR ELECTRICAL SWITCHING DEVICE

RELATED APPLICATION

This application claims priority under 35 U.S.C. §119 to European Patent Application No. 10188454.2 filed in Europe on Oct. 22, 2010, the entire content of which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety.

FIELD

The present disclosure relates to electrical switching devices, such as controlling gate-controlled electrical switching devices, such as MOSFETs, IGBTs, and BJTs, for example.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Parallel-connected switching devices can be used in applications where high current throughput is specified. The parallel connection is used in inverter bridges feeding high current AC- or DC-loads.

A known problem associated with the parallel-connected switching devices is that currents through the switching devices are seldom evenly balanced. FIG. 1 illustrates examples of uncompensated schematic current waveforms for three parallel-connected IGBTs in accordance with known systems. The waveforms show unbalanced current distribution due to differentiating turn-on and turn-off times. Unbalanced currents cause uneven wear and tear in the switching devices. Uneven wear and tear in turn reduces the lifetime of the switching devices. Further, unbalanced currents may cause a switching device to reach its maximum temperature rating or maximum current rating faster than when the currents are in balance.

In known implementations, parallel-connected power electronic switching devices can be derated or additional passive components can be added in the current path to reduce the current imbalance, as disclosed in publication B. Abdi, A. H. Ranjbar, K. Malekian, J. Milimonfared, and G. B. Gharehpetian, “Problems associated with parallel performance of high current semiconductor switches and their remedy,” in Proc. Int. Symp. Power Electronics, Electrical Drives, Automation and Motion SPEEDAM 2008, 2008, pp. 1379-1383. However, this approach can be inefficient and costly.

Selection of a component with similar characteristics can also be used as a tool to solve the problem, as disclosed in publication Fuji IGBT module application manual, www.fuji semiconductor.com, 2004. However, handpicking the components adds production costs.

In a publication by Dominik Boris, Juergen Biela, Johann W. Kolar, “Active gate control for current balancing of parallel-connected IGBT modules in solid-state modulators”, IEEE Transactions on Plasma Science, vol. 36, no. 5, pp. 1379-1383, an active current balancing by gate controlling circuits is proposed. This publication discloses utilization of centralized intelligence only. The disclosed method requires a relatively complex measurement and communication system to operate.

SUMMARY

An exemplary apparatus is disclosed that comprises two or more parallel or series connected electrical switching devices, each switching device having a control terminal, and one or more of intelligent gate driver units including: a control output connected to the control terminal of one of the switching devices; means for receiving turn-on and turn-off commands for the switching device; means for receiving feedback information on turn-on and turn-off events of the switching device; means for receiving reference information on turn-on and turn-off events of another switching device; means for calculating a value for a control parameter on the basis of the feedback information and the reference information; and means for controlling, based on a switching device command and the control parameter, a control signal at the control output to control the switching device.

An exemplary method for controlling a plurality of switching devices through at least one intelligent gate driver unit is disclosed. For each intelligent gate driver unit, the method comprises receiving turn-on and turn-off commands for a switching device, receiving feedback information on turn-on and turn-off events of one of the switching devices; receiving reference information on turn-on and turn-off events of another switching device; calculating a value for a control parameter on the basis of the reference information and feedback information; and controlling, on the basis of a switching device command and the control parameter, a control signal at control outputs of the intelligent gate driver unit, the output being connected to the control terminal of the switching device.

Another exemplary apparatus is disclosed. The apparatus comprising two or more parallel or series connected electrical switching devices, each switching device having a control terminal, and one or more of intelligent gate driver units having a control output connected to the control terminal of one of the switching devices, wherein the one or more intelligent gate driver units is connected to receive turn-on and turn-off commands for the switching device, receive feedback information on turn-on and turn-off events of the switching device, receive reference information on turn-on and turn-off events of another switching device, calculate a value for a control parameter on the basis of the feedback information and the reference information, and control a control signal at the control output to control the switching device based on a switching device command and the control parameter.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In the following the disclosure will be described in greater detail by means of preferred embodiments with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which

Description of the Drawings

FIG. 1 illustrates examples of uncompensated schematic current waveforms for three parallel-connected IGBTs in accordance with known systems;

FIG. 2 is a simplified diagram of parallel-connected switching devices in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 3 illustrates parallel-connected switching devices having means for communicating reference information in accordance with exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 4 illustrates convergence of switching times of four switching devices in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure;

FIG. 5 illustrates measured waveforms with and without active switching time correction in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure;
FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of the present disclosure, using a master-slave topology in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure; and FIG. 7 illustrates adjustment of switching events to balance currents of parallel-connected switching devices in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure are directed to providing a method and an apparatus for implementing the method to alleviate the above disadvantages.

The exemplary embodiments use intelligent gate driver units (IGDUs) with distributed intelligence to control parallel-connected electrical switching devices such as IGBTs, for example. The intelligence balances the currents of the switching devices, even in dynamic switching events. The IGDUs execute specified measurements independently and establish a specified communication between each other. They may use master-slave or daisy chain control structures and instantaneous or time integral differences of the currents of parallel-connected switching devices as control parameters.

In addition, instead of balancing the currents, the temperature can also be balanced with the intelligent gate driver units. Furthermore, the concept can also be applied to balance the voltages of antiparallel power modules.

An advantage of an exemplary method and apparatus of the present disclosure is that there is no longer a need for derating of parallel-connected power switching devices, or adding passive components to balance the currents, in dynamic switching events. The cost is therefore reduced. Removing the additional passive components also reduces total power losses.

Distributing intelligence allows more accurate control of individual switching devices as well as faster response to the dynamic changes and failures. It also facilitates specification of both upper control algorithms controlling the IGDUs and communication between an upper control algorithm and intelligent gate driver units.

An exemplary apparatus according to the present disclosure includes two or more parallel- or antiparallel electrical switching devices, each switching device having a control terminal. FIG. 2 is a simplified diagram of parallel-connected switching devices in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 2, switching devices 11 to 1n are implemented using power modules. A power module can, for example, contain a single switching device, a switching device and an antiparallel (freewheeling) diode (FWD), as in FIG. 2, or a half bridge made of these components. In an exemplary embodiment, a single power module can have more than one internally parallel-connected switching device. Also, other emerging topologies can be incorporated in a single power module.

Decentralized active gate control according to an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure can be achieved by distributing calculation and correction of imbalance in currents. Thus, the exemplary apparatus includes one or more of intelligent gate driver units. In FIG. 2, intelligent gate driver units 21 to 2n for the electrical switching devices 11 to 1n are shown. In some embodiments, temperatures of the switching devices or voltages over the switching devices can be balanced instead of currents.

Each intelligent gate driver unit 21 to 2n includes a control output 4c to 4n, which is adapted to be connected to a control terminal of one of the switching devices 11 to 1n. In FIG. 2, each of the intelligent gate driver units 21 to 2n is connected to a control terminal of one of the switching devices 11 to 1n.

Each intelligent gate driver unit 21 to 2n controls a switching device 11 to 1n. The IGDUs can be equivalent to each other, thus lowering the manufacturing costs. Each IGDU is capable of operating independently.

Because an intelligent gate driver unit should control a switching device connected to it, each intelligent gate driver unit also includes means for receiving turn-on and turn-off commands for the switching device from an upper level controller. The upper level controller produces the turn-on and turn-off commands, based on a control algorithm, for example a PWM algorithm, to obtain a desired output voltage and current. The upper level controller can, for example, be implemented using a CPU. The IGDUs share the same control input cnu from the upper control level. The control input forms a basis for switching events, but actual switching events can be adjusted by the intelligence in the IGDUs and the information shared between them. Transferring a signum function to a timer controller to adjust the switching events is not specified.

The intelligent gate driver units include means 211 to 21n for receiving feedback information on turn-on and turn-off events of the switching devices controlled by them. Minimum information specified to balance a dynamic current sharing includes both rising and falling edges of the current at turn-on and turn-off events, respectively. The means 211 to 21n for receiving feedback information can for example be a current measurement with edge detection. The rising and falling edges can be identified by direct current measurement with various methods, for example by using shunt resistors, current transducers or Rogowski coils. As shown in FIG. 2, means 31 to 3n are used for current measurement.

Edges can be detected as a voltage drop over an inductance, e.g., the bonding inductance, in the current path or by means of a related value to the current, e.g., the gate-emitter voltage of the semiconductor, as well. The edge information can be transferred into digital data by simple comparator circuits.

If an instantaneous, average or RMS value of current is used in balancing, current measurement is needed. For digitizing the instantaneous, average or RMS current data, A/D conversion means and sampling algorithms can be specified in IGDUs. In some embodiments, IGDUs may include means for measuring a temperature of a temperature difference of a switching device.

For comparison with the feedback information, the intelligent gate driver units can include means 221 to 22n for receiving reference information on device turn-on and turn-off events of another switching device. The reference turn-on and turn-off events can be caused by switching devices controlled by other IGDUs. The switching device causing reference events does not always have to be controlled by an IGDU. For example, in an embodiment including parallel switching devices, one of the switching devices can be controlled with a known gate driver unit. The other switching device can be controlled with an intelligent gate driver unit, which receives its reference information from the switching device controlled by the traditional gate driver unit.

The reference information can be produced by the other IGDUs. One or more of the intelligent gate driver units can be connected to other intelligent gate driver units to receive reference information on turn-on and turn-off events of switching devices controlled by other intelligent gate driver units. FIG. 3 illustrates parallel-connected switching devices having means for communicating reference information in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure.

As shown in FIG. 3, each IGDU 41 to 4n includes means 411 to 41n, 421 to 42n, and 431 to 43n similar to the means
211 to 21n, 221 to 22n, and 231 to 23n in FIG. 2, respectively. In addition, each IGDU 41 to 46 includes means 441 to 44n for sending reference information on switching events to the other IGDUs. The means 411 to 41n produce feedback information and the means 441 to 44n produce the reference information to be sent from the feedback information. The means 422 to 42r are adapted to be connected to the means 441 to 44(r−1) for receiving reference information of another intelligent gate driver unit. Each IGDU measures switching events of a switching device connected to the IGDU, and sends the switching event information to other IGDUs. In other words, the IGDUs receive their reference switching events directly from other IGDUs.

In another exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure, in addition to being able to detect the events of the switching device connected to the IGDU, each IGDU means to detect the events of another switching device. In other words, one or more of the intelligent gate driver units can be connected to other switching devices to receive reference information on turn-on and turn-off events. This embodiment is shown in FIG. 2.

The times of switching events can be aligned using a daisy chain approach. In the daisy chain approach, the intelligent gate driver units form a daisy chain adapted to pass reference information from one gate driver unit to another. For example, in FIG. 2, the IGDU on the left can be specified as the reference to the IGDU on the right. Thus, eventually, the left most IGDU becomes the reference, but the communication needs to be established only between the neighbours. In some embodiments of the present disclosure, the first switching device in the daisy chain does not have to be controlled by an IGDU. For instance, if the feedback information is received directly from an external current measurement, as in FIG. 2, the first gate driver unit can be a traditional gate driver unit.

In an exemplary embodiment, the IGDUs can be connected in a master-slave approach. In a master-slave approach, means for receiving reference information of two or more intelligent gate driver units can be connected into one source for reference information. For instance, one IGDU can be selected as a master whose switching event information is transferred to all other IGDUs as a reference. The other IGDUs then try to follow the master on the basis of the reference. The other switching devices can be controlled by intelligent gate driver units which receive feedback information directly from an external current measurement, the master does not have to be an IGDU.

Both approaches are possible and the selection of the approach depends on the specific configuration. For example, if an IGDU measures its own and neighbouring currents, as in FIG. 2, the daisy chain approach can be more suitable. The minimum reference information specified for the comparison is the time of the rising and falling edges. This information can be conveniently transferred as digital signals by using either electrical or optical transducers. The measurement and transforming of the data into digital form can be done in the IGDUs or by using separate means. If information other than reference information on switching events is also transferred between the IGDUs, the same channel can be used or parallel channels can be built. If the same channel is used, a message frame may have to be defined.

The electric potential of the IGDU can be freely selected, and the IGDUs can share the same potential. It can be appropriate that each IGDU is in the potential of the power module it is controlling. For an exemplary IGBT-module, this potential could be the potential of the auxiliary emitter. As a result, even though the power terminals of parallel power modules are electrically connected, the communication between the different IGDUs can be isolated due to transient voltages caused by high current change rates and stray inductances in the power modules and the busbars. The IGDUs can include the specified galvanic isolation. The means for sending or the means for receiving reference information on switching events may, for instance, include a galvanic isolation. The galvanic isolation can also be implemented by using separate means.

The feedback information can be used together with the reference information to determine the amount of unbalance. The IGDUs according to the present disclosure include means for calculating a value for a control parameter on the basis of the reference information and the feedback information.

In an exemplary embodiment, the intelligent gate driver units include means for determining a time of a reference switching device event on the basis of the received reference information and means for determining a time of a switching device event on the basis of the received feedback information. The control parameter can then be calculated on the basis of the time difference between the switching device event and the reference switching device event.

In some exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, a time integral difference of the currents of parallel-connected switching devices can also be used. The time difference and time integral difference can be used alone or together as control parameters. One or more previous events can be used in the calculation. Information on temperature or temperature difference can also be used as a control parameter.

An exemplary IGDU according to the present disclosure can also includes means for controlling, on the basis of the switching device command and the control parameter, a control signal at the control output to control the switching device. The controlling can, for instance, be done by means of adjusting the switching times or controlling the gate voltages. The control objective may be to balance the currents between the switching devices. In exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure, the temperature can be balanced by the intelligent IGDUs instead of balancing the currents. For this purpose, for example a coordinated exclusion of a switching device from the switching action or even from the conducting period can be applied. Furthermore, the concept may also be applied to balance the voltages of antiparallel power modules.

The IGDUs can also have tasks, such as over-current protection and advanced gate control, so the IGDUs can comprise various voltage and temperature measurements. The IGDU according to the present disclosure can also comprise means for sending feedback information to the upper control. This can be done directly or via the parallel IGDUs.

In an exemplary method according to the present disclosure, times of switching events of the parallel-connected switching devices can be brought closer to each other. FIG. 4 illustrates convergence of switching times of four switching devices in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure. The daisy chain strategy, similar to that illustrated in FIG. 2 or 3, was applied. As shown in FIG. 4, as the switching events of the parallel-connected switching devices approach each other, the currents become more balanced.

FIG. 5 illustrates measured waveforms with and without active switching time correction in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 5, measured waveforms for the same parallel switching devices, with and without active switching time correction for the two parallel
switches. The upper part of FIG. 5 shows an approximately 100 ns difference between the rising and falling edges of the two switching devices. This causes imbalance in the currents, particularly at the falling edges. The lower part of FIG. 5 illustrates better performance due to more accurate control. The currents are practically equal.

FIG. 6 illustrates an embodiment of the present disclosure, using a master-slave topology in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure. As shown in FIG. 6, there are three switching devices 11 to 13 connected in parallel. Three IGDUs 41 to 43 control the switching devices 11 to 13. The IGDUs 41 to 43 are the same means as in FIG. 3, now using only one master IGDU 41 as a source for a reference for the other slave IGDUs 42 and 43. In this embodiment the switching events are adjusted to balance the currents of the parallel-connected switching devices.

FIG. 7 illustrates adjustment of switching events to balance currents of parallel-connected switching devices in accordance with an exemplary embodiment of the present disclosure. FIG. 7 provides a schematic description of an operational principle of the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 6. At a switching action i the slave IGDU 42 detects that its switching event happens after the master IGDU 41 switching event and it makes a correction so that the switching event happens earlier. The slave IGDU 43 detects that its switching event happens before the master IGDU 41 switching event and it makes a correction so that the switching event happens later. At switching action i+1, the slave IGDU 42 notices that the switching delay was overcompensated and it makes a correction for a later switching event. The slave IGDU 43 still switches before the master IGDU 41 and the correction is for a later switching event. As depicted in FIG. 7, switching time adjusting is an ongoing action due to the jitter of digital sampling and other artifacts.

It will be obvious to a person skilled in the art that the inventive concept can be implemented in various ways. The embodiments of this document disclose apparatuses with parallel-connected switching devices. However, the method and intelligent gate driver units according to the present disclosure can also be used with series connected electrical switching devices to balance voltages over the switching devices. The disclosure and its embodiments are not limited to the examples described above but may vary within the scope of the claims.

Thus, it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the present disclosure can be embodied in other specific forms without departing from the spirit or essential characteristics thereof. The presently disclosed embodiments are therefore considered in all respects to be illustrative and not restricted. The scope of the disclosure is indicated by the appended claims rather than by the foregoing description and all changes that come within the meaning and range and equivalence thereof are intended to be embraced therein.

What is claimed is:

1. An apparatus comprising:
two or more parallel or series connected electrical switching devices, each switching device having a control terminal, and
at least one intelligent gate driver unit including:
a control output connected to the control terminal of one of the switching devices;
a first receiving component configured to receive turn-on and turn-off commands for the switching device;
a second receiving component configured to receive feedback information on turn-on and turn-off events of the switching device;
a third receiving component configured to receive reference information on turn-on and turn-off events of one of the other switching devices;
a first calculating component configured to calculate a value for a control parameter on the basis of the feedback information and the reference information; and
a first controlling component configured to control, based on a switching device command and the control parameter, a control signal at the control output to control the switching device, wherein two or more of the intelligent gate driver units form a daisy chain configured to pass reference information from one gate driver unit to another.

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the at least one intelligent gate driver unit comprises:
a first determining component configured to determine a time of a reference switching device event based on the received reference information;
a second determining component configured to determine a time of a switching device event based on the received feedback information;
a second calculating component configured to calculate a value for the control parameter on the basis of the time of a reference switching device event and the time of a switching device event; and
a second controlling component configured to control, based on the switching device command and the control parameter, a switching device in order to reduce a time difference between the reference switching device event and switching device event.

3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the at least one intelligent gate driver unit comprises a sending component configured to send the reference information to other intelligent gate driver units having an external reference information receiving component configured to receive reference information of another intelligent gate driver unit, the sending component being connected to the external reference information receiving component of the other intelligent gate driver unit.

4. The apparatus according to claim 3, wherein the sending component comprises a galvanic isolation.

5. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the third receiving component comprises a galvanic isolation.

6. A method for controlling a plurality of switching devices through at least one intelligent gate driver unit, wherein, for each intelligent gate driver unit, the method comprising:
receiving turn-on and turn-off commands for one of the switching devices,
receiving feedback information on turn-on and turn-off events of the one of the switching devices,
receiving reference information on turn-on and turn-off events of one of the other switching devices,
calculating a value for a control parameter on the basis of the reference information and feedback information; and
controlling, based on a switching device command and the control parameter, a control signal at a control output of the intelligent gate driver unit, the output being connected to the control terminal of the switching device, wherein the reference information on switching events is passed from one intelligent gate driver unit to another in a daisy chain.

7. An apparatus comprising:
two or more parallel or series connected electrical switching devices, each switching device having a control terminal, and
at least one intelligent gate driver unit having a control output connected to the control terminal of one of the switching devices, wherein the at least one intelligent gate driver unit is configured to receive turn-on and turn-off commands for the switching device, receive feedback information on turn-on and turn-off events of the switching device, receive reference information on turn-on and turn-off events of one of the other switching devices, calculate a value for a control parameter on the basis of the feedback information and the reference information, and control a control signal at the control output to control the switching device based on a switching device command and the control parameter, wherein the at least one intelligent gate driver unit is connected in a daisy chain to pass reference information from one gate driver unit to another.

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the at least one intelligent gate driver unit is configured to determine a time of a reference switching device event based on the received reference information, determine a time of a switching device event based on the received feedback information, calculate a value for the control parameter based on the time of a reference switching device event and the time of a switching device event, and wherein the at least one intelligent gate driver unit is connected to control a switching device in order to reduce a time difference between the reference switching device event and switching device event based on the switching device command and the control parameter.

9. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the at least one intelligent gate driver unit is connected to send the reference information to other intelligent gate driver units, and is connected to receive the reference information of another intelligent gate driver unit.

10. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the at least one intelligent gate driver unit includes galvanic isolation for sending the reference information to other intelligent gate driver units.

11. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the at least one intelligent gate driver unit includes galvanic isolation for receiving reference information.